Kallah 2018
ALEPH: Alliance for Jewish Renewal
July 2-8, Amherst, MA

Nefesh Mountain
Presented by: Jewish Rock Radio and PJ Library Radio

The Shechinah Sparks Showcase with Rabbi Shefa Gold and Nefesh Mountain
Presented by: Jewish Rock Radio and PJ Library Radio

Michelle Citrin

Chava Mirel

SONiA Disappear Fear

Nava Tehila

Featuring: Celebration Sparks Cabaret
Presented by: Jewish Rock Radio and PJ Library Radio
With Host Joe Buchanan and MC’s Rabbi David Zaslav and Debbie Zaslav and the Aleph Kallah Band: Hazzan Jack Kessler, Diana Brewer, Rabbi Ilan Glazer, Brett Tancer, Brian Bender, With Performers: Chava Mirel, Rabbi Mark Novak, Laura Lenes, Joe Buchanan, Rabbi Shefa Gold, Renee Brachfeld, Mikey Pauker, Ellen Allard, Rabbi Jack Gabriel, Nava Tehila, Rabbi Shawn Zevit, Cindy Freedman


Joe Buchanan
Presented by: Jewish Rock Radio and PJ Library Radio

Mikey Pauker
Presented by: Jewish Rock Radio and PJ Library Radio

Register Here for Kallah 2018